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It is established that the intensity of 11"- -meson interception by carbon in organic molecules C m H. differs in
the hydrocarbon series from that in the gas mixtures H2 + C m H •. It is suggested that this difference is due
to the different excitation energies of the hydrogen mesic atoms produced on the free (H 2) and on the
chemically bound (Z-H) hydrogen. The gronping of the atoms Z into molecules, their surrounding by
hydrogen atoms, and singularities in the chemical bonds of the Z atoms exert on noticeable influence on
the interception.
PACS numbers: 36.10.+m

The probability W of nuclear capture of 7[- mesons by
bound hydrogen
,c+<P>ZmJI,,~n+nO

(1)

is greatly suppressed in comparison with capture by
free hydrogen
(2)

and depends on the peculiarities of the Z-H chemical
bond. [1J This fact was explained in the large-mesicmolecule model, [2J according to which W is given by
naZ-'

W=Wmod = mZ+n'

(3)

where a is an empirical coefficient characterizing the
singularities of the Z-H chemical bond in the molecule
ZmHU"

+ Z. [7J However, the direct utilization of the results of
the experiments of [7J to take into account the interception of 7[- mesons in hydrogen-containing compound is
.
impossible, since according to [6J the interception intensities in mixtures Hz + Z and in systems Z~Hn + Z are
greatly different.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the
process (4) observed in our preceding work [6J and to
explain the difference between it and the process P7[- + Z
- Z7[- + p in Hz + Z mixtures. To this end we have compared the transfer of 7[- mesons to carbon in pure
methane, ethane, ethylene, and in mixtures of these
gases with hydrogen. Inasmuch as the bulk of the hydrogen mesic atoms in the mixtures H2 + CmHn is produced
on free hydrogen,3) it becomes possible to separate the
interception channel

The influence of the singularities of the chemical
pn-+(C)Cmll,,-->-C;C+p,
(6)
bond of hydrogen on the nuclear capture probability (1) in
various hydrogen-containing compounds was established, and to compare its intensity with the intensity of the
process
for example, in [3-5J, where experimental data were ob(7)
tained for the dependence of the coefficient a on the acid
strengths, [3J induction constants, [4J and autoprotolysis
which takes place in chemical compounds of the type
constants. [5J
CmHn- The experiment was performed with an 80-MeV
7[- -meson beam from the JINR synchrocyclotron. The
In our preceding study [6J we established a mechanism, supplementing the scheme of processes considered organization of the exraeriment is analogous to that desin the large-mesic-molecule model, for the suppression cribed by us earlier. 8J
of the nuclear capture (1), namely the interception of the
7[- mesons by the atoms Z in the hydrogen-containing
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chemical substances ZmHn and in the mixtures Z~Hn
SERIES
+Z
(p:c>+Z-+Z;c+p.

(4)

According to [6 J , the probability of nuclear capture of 7[mesons by hydrogen in binary ZmHn compounds is given
by the expression
(5 )

where <q) is the probability of nuclear captW'e of a pion
by a proton in a <P7[-) atom in the presence of the interception (4), E Z = min is the "concentration" of the atoms
Z in substance ZmHn' and <A Z) is the interception constant for the reaction (4). This means that for a reliable
separation of the "chemical" effects in nuclear capture
of 7[- mesons by bound hydrogen it is necessary to be
able to take quantitative account of the contribution of
the interception to the suppression of the probability W.
At the present time, the interception of 7[- mesons in
mixtures of free hydrogen with other atoms has been
sufficiently well studied-in mechanical mixtures H2
955
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In the series of Single-type chemical compound such
as saturated hydrocarbons CmHn' the character of the
C-H chemical bond does not change on going from one
compound to the other. Therefore the coeffiCients a
calculated from the experimental values of W by formula
(3) should have the same values for all CmHn molecules.
The presence of interception of the mesons to carbon will
lead to a dependence of the constant a on the "concentration" of the carbon atoms in those molecules, and the
intensity of the process (7) can be assessed from this
dependence. The same is true also of the series of unsaturated hydrocarbons.
The gaseous hydrocarbons CH4, C 2H6, and C 2H4 were
frozen in hermetically sealed stainless-steel cells and
placed in the beam of 7[- mesons in a styrofoam vessel
filled with liquid nitrogen. The measurements with
equal-size cells filled with hydrogen gas (~0.01 g/cm 3)
and with a polyethylene target (CH 2)n were made under
the same conditions.
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I
Compound

!=n

«?mlIn

W.l0-3

CH.
C,H.
C,H"
CaHu,
Cl2 H26
Cl7 H36

27.80±0.60
21.1±0.60
15.90±0.55
16.60±0.54 •
15.20±0.70 0
14.00±0.52 •
14.50±0.40
14.30±0.55 [oJ
9.87±0.30

(CR,).

C,H I2
C,H.
C,H,
CuHto
eliH u•
CIOH.

interception processes (6) and (7) considered above, it is
necessary to take into account the de-exCitation of the
hydrogen mesic atoms in collisions both with H2 molecules and with the CmHn molecules, owing to the presence of hydrogen in the latter. In general form for the
mixture H2 + CmHn we have

m

n

0.25
0.33
0.42
0.43
0.46
0.47
0.50
0.50
0.5
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.25

rl

3.90±O.30
2.76±0.31 •
2.76±0.31 •
2.00±0.15 0

2.50±0.05
2.28±0.06
2.06±0.05
1.98±0.06

W(1I 2 +eX) = (q+e Wz (q).Bz)/(l+e Bz ),

2.07±0.05

The probabilities W for the investigated organic compounds were normalized to the yield of the reaction (2)
from H2. Table I lists the values of the probabilities W,
the coefficients a, and the atomic concentrations of the
carbon for all the compounds investigated by us.
As seen from the table, the coefficient a decreases
monotonically, within the limits of the measurement
errors, with increasing "concentration" of the carbon in
the CmHn molecules of both series of compounds. At the
same time, on going from polyethylene and cyclohexane
to ethylene, which have a different type of chemical bond
at identical values of E, the coeff~cient a changes jumpwise, in analogy with the earlier observations. [lJ The
transition from saturated compounds to unsaturated ones
consists of replacement of the sp3-hybrid orbital, which
effects the C-H bond, by an sp2-orbital, in which the
carbon is more electronegative, and it is this which decreases the probability W. After renormalization of the
coefficients a for compounds of the unsaturated series,
by multiplication by the coefficient
a = (WCH 2 + WCSH12)/2WC2H4' the function a(E) was
approximated by the formula[7J
A

a

1 + <.;\,;) min'

(8)

where A is the renormalized value of the coefficient a,
free of the influence of the pion transfer; (A ) is the
constant for the interception of rr - mesons by1he carbon
(C)C H' The result was
m n

<Ac)=1.6±O.2, A=3.54±O.17.

B"

(qx>

1.42±0.04
0.98±O.06
0.82±0.09
0.B8±0.09
0.61±0.05

(9)

(10)

BH

where BH and Bx are the stopping abilities of the hydrogen atom and of the molecule X, E is the molecular concentration .~ the hydroge.n in the mixture, WX/(qX) is
the probabllity of formatlOn of the (prr-) mesic atom in
the mixture, and q and (q) are the probabilities of
nuclear capture in the presence of processes (6) and (7),
respectively. The values of (qX) = aX/ A for methane,
ethane, and ethylene were determined from the data of
Table I with the aid of formula (9) and turned out to be
<qcll,)=O.72±O.03; (qc,Il.)=O.65±O.03; <qc,lf,)=O.56±O.04.

In the representations of the phenomenological interception model [7J for the H2 + CmHn mixture
q

1+X8

1 +(A+x)e'

(q)

1 + (x) e
1 +«A>+<x»e '

(11)

where A and K are the constants of the interception (6)
and of the de-excitation of the prr- atom upon its collisions with the CmHn molecules, leading to the nuclear
capture of the pion by the proton; (A) and (K) are the
same quantities for the (prr-) mesic atom. In the experiment we determined the probabilities Wx for all the
organic gases CmHn and W(H2 + EX) for different concentrations of the mixtures H2 + CH 4, H2 + C2He, H2
+ C2H 40 The results are listed in Table II, which gives
the values of the constants referred to one corresponding
atom of the CmHn molecule; the constants (A) and (K)
are poorly determined from our data, and therefore
Table II lists only their sum (for the molecule).
Within the limits of the measurement errors, the constant for the interception of the rr- meson from the free
hydrogen by the carbon of the CmHn molecules is the
same for the carbon atom contained in methane, ethane,
or ethylene, A(C> = 4.6 ± 0.3, and agrees with the value
A C = 5.0 ± 0.5 that can be obtained by interpolation of the
data[1OJ
on the
mixtures Hz + Z (where Z: He ' Ne , Ar , Kr ,
.
Xe)
ln the same range of carbon concentrations. This
means, in particular, that with respect to the prr- mesic
atoms, the carbon atoms in the CmHn molecules behave
like free ones, and consequently the dimensions of the
prr- mesic atoms are smaller than the dimensions of the
carbon atoms.

The constant (A ) = 1.6 ± 0.2 obtained in the study of
the interception in t~e simplest case in the CmHn series
COincides within the limits of the measurement error
with the value (A C ) = 1.0 ± 0.4 obtained in the study of
interception in mixtures of gases CH4 + Ar, C2H4 + Ar
and liquids C1oH22 + CCI and C6H6 + CCI4. [6J According
to the phenomenological model [7J the constant (A C ) is
equal to the ratio of the rates of the interception (7) and
The de-excitation constant K(p) for all three investiof the de-excitation that leads to the capture (1) in colli- gated hydrocarbons is the same according to our estisions between the mesic atom and the atoms of the bound mate, K(p) ~ 0.3. This means that the bound hydrogen
hydrogen. The fact that (AC) is close to unity means
interacts less effectively, by an approximate factor 1/3,
that the rates of the interception (7) and of the de-excita- in the de-excitation of the prr- mesic atoms than the free
tion that leads to the capture (1) are equal for (prr-)
hydrogen. The appreciable decrease of the constant for
mesic atoms produced upon dissociation of the Zrr-H
the interception by carbon (AC> = 1.6 ± 0.2) for the
molecule.
TABLE II

INTERCEPTION OF II-MESONS IN GAS MIXTURES

HI

+ CmHn

Hydrogen mesic atoms of two types are produced in
the H2 + CmHn mixtures: prr- on free hydrogen and (rrp-)
on bound hydrogen. As shown earlier [7J, the interception
is due to collisions of the hydrogen mesic atoms with
heavy atoms. In the H2 + CmHn mixtures, besides the
956
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Type of
H 2 +CmHn
mixture

Range of molecular
concentration of
hydrogen in mixture

A(C)= Ac : H n

H,+CH,
H2 +C,H,
H,+C,H.

Q.1-t6
0.04-2.2
0.03-0.6

6.0±O.8
4.5±0.4
4.4±O.4

Average

V. I. Petrukhin et al.

4.6±o.3

I

x(p)

I
I

= 'c mnH n

0.3±0.2
0.4±0.1
0.2±0.1
0.3±0.1

I
I

(Ac>

+ (x>

t3±5.0
0.6±0.4
0.1±0.3

I
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(p71-) mesic atoms produced on bound hydrogen, compared with the constant AC '" 4.6 ± 0.3 for P71- mesic
atoms, is apparently due to the weaker excitation of the
(p71-) mesic atoms at the instant of their production. In
this case, a decrease will take place both in the transfer
cross section, since the dimensions of the mesic atom
are ~ n 2, [lJ and in its lifetime (the rate of nuclear capture of the 71- meson by a proton in the mesic atom is
rns"" 1.1 x 1Q 15/n3 [sec- 1j). The results contradict the
concepts developed in [l1J, according to which it is assumed that (p71-) mesic atoms are produced in hydrogencontaining chemical compounds with a principal quantum
number n ~ 30-70.
It should be noted that the lower intensity of the interception of the 71- mesons in chemical compounds ZmHn
and in mixtures Z~Hn + A in comparison with transfer
in H2 + Z mixtures cannot be connected with the contribution of the direct nuclear capture of the 71- mesons by
hydrogen from the mesic-molecular states ZlI-H. [12J
Direct nuclear capture from mesic -molecular states is
possible only for orbital-momentum values 1 '" O. Mesicmolecular states correspond to energy levels of a P71mesic atom with principal quantum number n ~ 14. [t2J
Direct nuclear capture of pions from mesic-molecular
states will be suppressed to a level ~ 10- 4 by the action
of two factors: a) in the case of a statistical distribution
of the pions over the orbital momentum 1 when they are
captured, the probability of finding the pion in the vicinity of a proton with 1 '" 0 is ~ lin 2:s 10- 2; b) the rate r s
~ 4 x lOU sec- l of nuclear capture of the pion by a proton from an s-state with n ~ 14 is small (~1Q-2) in comparison with the rate rH 2 ~ 1013 _1014 sec- l of the disintegration of the mesic molecule H271-. [l3J
I)Voronezh State University
2)Nuc1ear Physics Institute of the Moscow State University
3)The fraction of hydrogen mesic atoms (1I'PI produced on bound hydrogen in the H2 + CmHn mixture amounts under our conditions to

:5 1-20%.
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